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Young to Retire
by Ray Bules .
"I am ' impressed with
--Wooster's faculty today; it is of
. higher quality than it has ever
been."
T With this statement. Professor
Ralph "Racky" Young summed
up his Wednesday Convocation
address, "Random Reflec-
tions." Young spoke of each of
the three careers with which L.
: Gordon Tait credited him in his
introduction: churchman,
.
'
.a n x
eaucaior, ana caiiege aamuus--
trator. -- . ?
.
.mr - 1 1 - ,i 1
. ed the course of his life from
West Middlesex, Pennsylvania ,
to Wooster. Young, born October
15, 1907 in West Middlesex, in
western Pennsylvania, asserted
that "my home was first in my
..- 1 A A !ume anu ursi in importance.
From his mother, he obtained
a strong sense of right and
wrong and learned to "do what is
riffht regardless of what others
think. Young also noted that his
mother "didn't know 'the
. meaning' of the word 'im-
possible'; she managed to
graduate four children from
college on her husband's $1,500--'
a-y- ear salary and Young's own
$175 bank account
In the early 1920's, Young
attended Pennsylvania's Camp --
Kanesatake; he admits that he ,
"cannot imagine what Ms life,
would have been like without the
- challenge of the camp. The
camp emphasized the concept of
the fourfold Jesus, increasing in
wisdom, stature, and in favor
with God and man. . -
The social aspect of life was
'also emphasized in the camp's ':,
guideline, "No one has to do
anything, but everybody does."
y-- yy v.
(Photo by Ken Myers)
Young reiterated his praise for
Camp Kanesatake's social and
.
.
religious guidance. - '
Young was immediately
impressed . by the i Wooster
faculty he encountered during
his undergraduate years, 1925-192- 9.
His professors, too, were
: concerned " with the students'
social development; he reserves
special praise for the physical
education department
Ynung starred In football and
.
baseball at Wooster, and, by his
own admission, played "about 12
minutes all season" on Hose
.
Hole's first basketball team. The
physical education department'
made a great impression on him,
, though, gs "men of character"
who believed in the total
program of the college."
From Wooster, Young
traveled to Chicago's Mc-Corma- ck
Theological Seminary,
where he was faced with the
"hard facts of life" far more
than in Wooster or West Mid-
dlesex. He was exposed to the
mainstream of American life in
Chicago, observing Jane Ad- -.
dams at work in Hull House, '-H-arry
Emerson Fosdick ,
preaching, and Bertrand Russell
in a philosophical debate.
McCormack's emphasis was
on "preparing young men to
preach," and for a while Young
.
felt out of place. He could not
longer "live from one athletic
.
event to the next Vas he always
had, and began to think of
.
dropping out
.....
Y
At the beginning of his second
year, however, Young read
.Twice-Bor- n Men, the story of
'
twelve ' living people; who
"became new creatons" after
knowing Jesus. Now, committed
to the ministry, he began to give
continued to p. C
S.O.A. Committee
Mew Visitation
byTomCashman
The Ad Hoc Student Govern-
ment Association Committee on
Visitation has prepared a policy
proposal for the college to deal
with the on-goi- ng concern and
confusion about -- inter-dorm
visitation. In an effort to prevent
rumor and false information, the
Committee has quietly con-
ducted its work. Committee per-
son Mario Miranda said "we
were not well informed and we
wanted to educate ourselves on
the subject before going public."
The proposed policy is in-
volved and affects the current
operations of room selection,
security, resident staff training,
.
along with and professional
counceling services.
- Each of the three housing
options program dorms,
r houses and sections; single year
program housing . and - block
housing;and general room draw
housing will be effected dif-
ferently by the new visitation
proposaL
The Committee stresses that
the siudent will " maintain a
.
distinct choice in his or her
housing decision and no
student will be forced to adopt a
situation in conflict with" per-
sonal life standards. The student
will be able to choose between
the current limited visitation
policy of 12 o'clock to 12 o'clock
on weekdays and 12 o'clock to
.one o'clock on weekends, and the
new determined visitation,
decided by the individual or
roommate if necessary with
limits up to 24 hours.
BookstoreWorlcs Revealed
by Jim Van Horn
Have you ever thought that the
Florence 0. Wilson Bookstore is
one huge, methodical, mani-
acal, monstrous money-eate- r
.
specializing in . ripping-of- f
students here at the College of
Wooster? Would it reinforce
your belief to learn that the
bookstore sells approximately
1400,000 worth of merchandise to
students each year, for which
-- the bookstore pays ap-
proximately 1300,000? This
.
figure, being made public for the
first time ever in an article,,
gives one a good idea not only of
the tremendous volume of "
the bookstore, but also of the '
large amount of operating
For program dorms; Babcock
and Douglass, the established
program houses; i.e. West-
minster and Kieffer, and the
sections, it is assumed that the
program shall take presidence
over the visitation policy. Under
the proposal, the living unit
would met and come to a
decision as to what visitation
option to adopt If the whole
house cannot agree, possibly
corridors would and the house
would then be built along those
prefered lines. If the unit still
cannot agree, it could take part
in a room draw for that specific
unit only, with those, students
desiring a certain policy
choosing rooms on like floors.
Single-ye- ar program houses
and block housing will work
differently than the established
housing. The groups applying for
this housing option will have to
include on its applications what
the consensus of the group is
toward visitation. The ap-
plication will still be signed by
, all members of the proposed
living unit
In the general room draw, the
student will be asked to specify
what visitation policy he or she
desires. The Dean's office will
then collect the preference
statements and divide the
.
available campus housing ac-
cording to the choice per-sentag- es.
Incoming freshman will also
have an opportunity to par-
ticipate in a visitation policy
selection, but their choice will be
parentally approved.
' Should a change in policy be
"It's a business," says Don
Noll, manager of the bookstore.
"Our responsibility is not to be a
liability on the college. We
simply try to break even or
make a small profit every
year." According to Noll and his
statistics, that is exactly what
happens. The $100,000 gained
from mark-up- s (known as
margin) is expected by Noll to
almost cover the operating
expenses of the bookstore this
year.
But where does the $100,000
go? To simply credit it to
"operating costs" is enough to
make anyone skeptical. Noll
then starts to rattle off figures
Continued to p. 5
Proposes
Policy
warranted, approval of two-thir- ds
of the living unit or
corridor must be secured. If an
individual wishes to change, he
or she would go through the
Dean's office to do so.
With regard to enforcement of
a policy, it is assumed that
students are responsible and
they will abide by the program
they have selected. If not the
resident staff will have been
properly trained to deal with a
problem.
The proposed policy will
necessitate an alteration in
security procedure. The student
will be issued two keys, one for a
room and one for the outside
door of the dorm. For intra-dor- m
security, a night porter
will be employed. This person
will be a student trained by the
Security office In fire protection
and first aid. The porter will be
on duty all night and will not
simply serve as a desk sitter.
There will be an initial cost for
these changes, mainly the
production of extra keys. The
money for night porters will
come from what is presently
used for the desk sitters, who
will be eliminated. The SGA
Committee views the current
desk sitters as descriminatory in
that only some members of the
campus community have the
privilege of their services.
The Committee is not
worrying about the possibility of
mass production of the exterior
door keys since it would be
uneconomical and unnessary to
do so. For lost exterior door
keys, the Committee recom-
mends a stiff fine, possibly close
to $35. The reason for the high
penalty is that with the loss of a
key, all outside door locks will
have to be changed.
Counseling training will be
altered to cope with potential
problems which a new policy --
might create. Resident Assis-
tants will also be trained in
dealing with questions and
problems which may arise,
continued on p. 4(MMMINSIDE
Cassc Culver
Hitchcock
More Hell Week
Baseball
Pog2
Hell Week Scores
To The Editor:
In reference to the letters
written in last weeks VOICE on
Hell Week: I feel the same
"sheer anger" when I hear the
constant criticism from people
who don't have any idea of the
deep involvement that results
from it I am tired of reading
how degrading, cliquish and
abusive Hell Week is over it
over, especially when it's always
from independents who will
never know how functional,
worthwhile and just plain fun it
all is, and never will no matter
how hard they try.
As far as being cliquish and
dividing the unity the campus
could have who do you think-you'r- e
kidding? Cliques are
going to form no matter where
you are and no matter how big or
small the campus. Even if there
were no clubs or sections it
doesn't mean you, or I, or
anyone is suddenly going to be
more open to friendships. If
anything, joining a club has
brbught me closer to a lot of
people I would have met before,
and has exposed me and made
me more accepting of a greater
variety of people! ' ,
Concerning the comment
about "kissing ass for ac-
ceptance" nobody is twisting
anybody's arm. It is an in-
dividual option open to everyone
here. Which way people choose
to go is their own business!
Certainly clubs and sections are
not for everyone but no hard
feelings or a superior attitude is
ever held toward independents
or those who drop out Ac-
ceptance, however, is not really
the issue. For the majority it is
simply a good way to make
friends and do things together.
For the small minority who do
look for the acceptance they
all the more reason we should
be there to give them a sense of
belonjdnc because it is obvious
nobody else on this campus win.
Finally, I would just like to
emphasize how easy it is to be
critical of something wnen you
only see surface activities:
"blinded cattle herded in
obedience . . . bunny-rabb- it
pledges hopping from class to
class, stuffed carrots in their
teeth..."If they don't mind, why
should you!
It is difficult to completely
understand the pleasure & deep
ties that develop after an ex-
perience like Hell Week unless
you've been through it And
rarely, if at all, does anyone
regret it I realize it is an in-
dividual right to join a club or
section, which is why you don't
see me writing letters against
independents who don't get
involved.
So instead of sitting back and
complaining about something
you really know nothing about
and trying to infringe on our
rights, why don't you either stop
blowing Hell Week up to be more
than it is or stop letting yourjealousy show and join a club or
section. Then you'd really know
what you're talking about, but
I'm .sure, y ou wouldn't have
much to say!
Betsy Brown
GinnySugden
Episolon Kappa Omicron
Wendy Gibson
- Pi Kappa
Nerve Center
Clarified
To The Editor:
By now, most of you are aware
of The Nerve Center! We, the
Lowry Center Board Publicity
People, would like to clarify the
philosophy behind what The
Nerve Center is trying to ac-
complish. The Nerve Center has
grown out of the concern that
little of the publicity in Lowry
Center is effective. The Nerve
WaasUr "Bait?
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Center is an attempt to cen-
tralize Lowry Center Publicity
so to maximize coverage and ;
assessibility to information
while mimimizing time, paper,
and sight pollution. It is a series .
of bulletin boards downstairs in
front of The Game Room: all
posters, flyers, etc. can be hung
.
there.
To supplement The Nerve
Center are the calendars at Line
1 and 2, the mailroom and Kit-tred- ge
plus The Lite Board. In
response to concerned environ-
mentalists. The Lite Board with
its new 7V4 watt bulbs uses 1.17
kilowatt hrs. 1 day, a mere 3
cents per 16 hrs. of use. The
purpose of the lights is to attract
attention so that students can
obtain as much information as
possible concerning campus
activities. It is obvious from
your comments that you are
indeed noticing the lite board.
As you know the lights are not
a totally new addition to the --
Lowry Center Lobby. They were
re-instal- led after careful con-
sideration of all alternatives
bulletin boards, easels and in-
discriminately hung posters
because they were thought to be .
a more effective, less offensive
and less wasteful means of --
communication.
The whole Nerve Center
concept is a grand experiment
we are playing around with all
elements of the system in order
to find a optimum mix of com-
munication tools. Please bear ,
with us a few more weeks. We --
appreciate constructive
criticism ; we hope that you will
talk with us before you feel
compelled to unscrew light bulbs
or play with the light switch.
Jane Denovchek .
asst chairperson of LCB
Bm Daywalt
DaveKordalski
co-cha- ir of LCB publicity
Section Community
Defended
Dear Sir:
I am writing in response to the
letters of lis. Applegate and the ,
- individual who signed himself
"A Concerned Student
(hereafter referred to as "Mr.
X").
I will not attempt to utilize
appeals to emotion nor will I
make value judgements upon
the Independents for they are
undoubtedly just as diversified
as the Section community.
. However, I would like to provide
lis. Applegate and Mr. X with
some facts of which they seem to
be unaware, plus a few questions
which all of us must ask our-
selves in order to form a
coherent opinion concerning
Hen Week and Sections in
general
Are not the Sections just as .
much a part of the campus
community as the In-
dependents?
Is the philosophy behind Hen
Week as "degrading and
downright sick" as Ms. Ap-
plegate suggests? Has she
talked to actives? Pledges? In-
dependents who ' later joined
Sections? Actives who later
became Independents? A strong
opinion such as Ms. Applegate's
should be based on more than
surface observation and hear-
say. , ' ,.. - "
.
"
-
"
Do the Sections "dominate
social life, LM. sports and
housing activity" in the manner
which Mr. X suggests? Section
parties provide alternatives not
only for Section. members but
also many independents'. I. M.
sports would not be as big as
they are or provide the competi-
tion they do if not for the
presence of the sections. By
"dominating" IJI.'s. the Sec-
tions help to make more games
possible and enable more people
to participate. As far as housing
activity is concerned, a com-
parison of Bissman (or any other
section hall) with Douglas or
Babcock will indicate that
"quality." But we're not com- -.
plaining.
Ms. Applegate's comparison
of Hell Week with concentration
camps may not be valid either.
To my mind, the term brings to
mind some pretty ugly pictures
which do not exist on this
campus since outcry from the
entire community would soon
put an end .to it Furthermore,
the term also implies a notion of
irrestible force. Such a notion to
my knowledge has never existed
in the context of a Hen Week. It
is important for the Independent
to keep in mind that Sections can
not and will not force a person to
do anything against his wilL The
door is always open. When a
pledge waUcs out the door he
usually retains the friends he
made both in the Section and the
pledge class. Furthermore, few
of the pledges who have quit
have done so due to the
"atrocities" of HeU Week.
Something which we must all
watch out for is the danger of
making generalizations. Those
who lump the sections together
and then proceed to make
glaring generalizations that
simply do not apply to all of
them are usually people who are
afraid of the truth. No
reasonable individual would
unknowingly do such an unfair
thing.
Mr. X's fears of "The wrath of
adverse section reaction" are
also ungrounded. No Section
member would commit the
physical assault which Mr. X
fears without physical provoca-
tion; and certainly not in retalia-
tion to a difference in opinion. It
is only rational to expect that a
Section member worthy of the
name " would not endanger
others, himself, or the Section to
which he belongs.
Nothing surprises us more
than accusation vof actions or
thoughts we have never taken or
engaged in. The possibility that
there might be some truth in Ms.
Applegate's charge that Section
' members are tyrants "who wish
to turn us into animals" never
has occured to me and probably
never wilL We would not waste
our time in such useless and,
frankly, absurd endeavors.
Many of the letters I have read
in this Newspaper from the Inde-
pendents concerning Sections
and HeU Week have been
thought provoking and well in-tentio- ned.
Ms. Applegate's
letter, however, sent a chill
down my spine when I read her
statement that "There's only so
many of these creatures (sup--
'ii i
before it seems time to arm and
attack those who wish to make
us into animals." Sections would
never deliberately consider any
action, even in a milder tone
than Ms. Applegate advocates,
against any Independent or the
community as a whole. Ms.
Applegate's statement leaves no
doubt in my mind, "that", as
Mr. X would say, "things are not
healthy on this campus."
Allen Hauee
7th Section
False Unity
Disclaimed
To The Editor:
When I went ' through HeU
Week last year, I developed
some ideas about what is wrong
with HeU Week on our campus.
This year's display confirmed
my fears about the attitudes
promoted during Hen Week.
The most important problem
is the roles that the actives feel
they must play. If the club or
section is really for the in-
dividual's benefit, then it should
encourage him to-b- e bis
strongest, most honest self. It
should give him freedom by
anrtn( hlc nnimionev in
thought and action. The mem-
bers' sincerity should convey the
true spirit of the group, which
isn't the warped attitude we see
during HeU Week.
Instead, the actives lower
themselves en masse by
adopting a callous, insincere,
emotionally unstable ..way-- of
acting. They give up the person
they really are for a cruel
facade.
UTV.. J it mwiwim IoaI that
physical and emotional trauma
lead to unity? The emphasis is
that they only have one week or
even less to unify the pledges.
They forget that the truly per-
manent bonds develop over the
next three years when they live
together and participate in the
activities. If they "only have a
week," they should use it con-
structively, in activities that will
let them get to know the real
people in the group. Face it, the
emotional state (exhausted,
nervous, callous) of the actives
and pledges CAN NOT build
bonds between REAL people,
only between false, unstable
pledges who have lost their
humanity.
These groups are hung up on
tradition. They believe that
certain methods to build
"unity," they must perform the
same ritual year after year.
They don't create tradition to
meet each member's needs each
year. Instead, they mold the
mAmKv tit fit . tvsffitinn'c.
" - "demands.
During Hell Week I heard
actives saying that they "just
can't take it" and how "hard it
is to be cruel to the pledges."
They don't understand that
THEY DO NOT HAVE TO BE
THAT WAY the club should
be individuals, not a group
submitting to any priority
rales. .Just because other
types of Hell Weeks (or even
help weeks) haven't been
tried, doesn't mean that they
couldn't work and lead to a
truer feeling of friendship.
-J-udy Miller
April 16, 1976
A Page of Opinion
Students Should
by Molly Powers
.
In response
to Joe - Williams' article on
prevalent writing skills among
college students, it's good to
know that someone else thint
this is an important problem
worth talking about I happen to-b- e
one of those "White students"
who attended a school where the
basics of effective writing are
drilled into the students from
eighth grade through twelfth.
However in this particular area
there is no need to distinguish
"Black "urban" students from
White "suburban" students. The
problem is just as vital among .
both groups. In fact there seems
to be a widespread lack of
concern about the way in which
students express themselves on
paper throughout all types of
schools both urban and suburban --
both public and prep.
I wonder why writing skills
are not a major ' emphasis in
more , schools. Perhaps one
.
reason is that we live in an era --
of poetic license: contemporary
authors, singers, and poets have
done away with "correct"
punctuation, grammar, and
structure in their writing.
Section
Dear Editor:
I guess it's that time of the
year again. As soon as Hell Week
is over, the flood of anti-He-ll
Week letters begins; indignant
independents launch a crusade
to stamp out the menace. This
year's letters, though, were
some of the least specific I've
read in my four years here. Most
people
.
seem to oppose
generalization on the part of
others, while they themselves
generalize merrily along.
, Taking into account the
composition and character of the
various sections on campus, it
seems impossible to generalize
about their Hell Weeks, sol will
only refer to the one I know, that
of First Section.
It may interest some of the
crusaders to know that the
purpose of our section is to
promote personal development
on individual and group levels.
That development also is a goal
of Hell Week. I'm afraid I don't
find that philosophy "sick;"
rather, I find it somewhat
refreshing.
Promoting group development
is no easy task. Most men arrive
at Wooster believing in
"brotherhood" is some kind of
sappy ideal that no bright and
independent college student
could ever feet They arrive
afraid to depend on others,
shuddering at the thought that
they might feel something
strong enough for other guys
that they might be (heaven
forbid!) reduced to tears. These
people, unfortunately, would not
make good First Section
members. Our group is diverse
enough that we have . many
As long as they successfully
convey the message anything
goes. But that's their job.
They know how to be ef-
fective - without being gram-matica- L
Probably, they either
know enough about punctuation,
syntax, and vocabulary that
they can manipulate them; or
they know enough about ex-pressi- ng
emotions and ideas just
in words that they do not need
other aids. That knowledge is
something .which must be
learned, though, and most
students need all the help they
can get, with simple vocabulary
let alone other forms of gram-
mar.
It does not seem that we have
lost interest in communication.
Actually that is an un-
derstatement Efforts to
communicate have abounded.
Even the people who aren't
interested in listening
.. are
simply determined to be heard
these days. Younger people
seem to be somewhat more
interested in older people. The
"generation gap" is no longer
the household expression that it
has been in the past Black
people in recent decades have
certainly . communicated ef--
Proponent
serious conflicts. It is the feeling
that holds the section together.
Thus, we must convince the
pledges that they should indeed
have strong feelings about the
other guys in the section and we
attempt to convince them during
Hell Week.
Our method of convincing the
pledges that they should break
down and feel something for
other guys is aesthetically
displeasing but remarkably
successful. We, the actives,
become a common enemy of the
pledges. We put the kind of
pressure on them which en-
courages them to depend on
each other. I would be tempted
to say that this is a "false game"
if it would be for the fact that it
works. Pledges do end up feeling
something for their pledge
brothers. As the week comes to
an end, the emphasis changes
and the pledges are encouraged
to feel a kindship with the ac-
tives. That part of the week also
"works." As soon as our Hell
Week becomes a "false game,"
First Section will disintegrate.
If the readers will permit me a
little self-righteo- us anger, I
would like to challenge you,
Judy Applegate, to find any
pledge from this year or the
others when I've been an active,
who thinks that I've been
playing games of control .or
abuse or that I've treated any
pledges like animals. Before you
overgeneralize about actives
.
and Hell Weeks it would be good ,
if you investigated a little fur-
ther. I'm afraid you need more
investigation also before you can
make the concentration camp
analogy. What concentration
t
VOICE Po 3 '
Realize Importance
tecuveiy to our country feelings
of excitement anguish, hope,
and ; frustration. Feminists,
homosexuals, politicians, re-
ligious leaders, athletes, and
probably Eskimos if they .felt
that they had something im-
portant to say are speaking out
more clearly than ever. But
there are only two ways to ac-
complish this either from the
mouth or from the pen. And one
is just as important as, if not
more effective than, the other in
certain situations. The problem
then may rest in the fact that
sometimes more emphasis is
placed on verbal communication
than on written communication.
Today people read fewer
books than ever before. To my
dismay, I am a good example.
I usually don't read much out-
side of the course books for my
classes. The media has cer-
tainly been dominated in re-
cent years by television
and radio, and entertainment
is sought primarily in television
(again of sweeping dominance),
movie theaters, concerts,
speeches, and other non-writt- en
modes.
A third reason for poor writ-
ing skills amone students is
SpeaEts on Games
camp do you know of which
promoted individual and group'
development? Which one did
people choose to stay in? Our
philosophy, a summary of wnicb
you can read if you desire,
stresses unity and personal
''integrity. In case you are
wondering, personal integrity
has a place in Hell Week. If any
pledge is asked to do something
he feels is personally degrading,
he is not required to do it he only
has to mention that feeling to the
active in question. I have seen
this happen, and the pledge has
not been forced to do the activity
which he thinks is degrading. Is
personal integrity part of the
concentration camp philosophy
too?
Concerned Student I
challenge you, too, to find an
instance where I have acted out
a fantasy of dominance or
power. I also challenge you to
tell me why, if I am a member of
a "super clique" so many in-
dependents have known me for
months without ever knowing
that I was a section member,
and then been surprised to find
that I indeed was. I also find
your assertion that we dominate
college housing quite numerous.
Have you ever been in a section
dorm? Do you think we live in
those cubbyholes for fun? I'll tell
you, if the sections really
dominated housing, they'd have
Douglas, Andrews, and Bab-coc- k.
.
For four years now. I've seen
the indignation of independents
after Hell Week. Every year I've
felt that the attacks were so
general as to be meaningless.
Every year I've felt that the
simply that the fewer the num-
ber of people who learn to
write well in school becomes,
the fewer the number of teach-
ers who can capably teach new
generations becomes. When a'
high school teacher is not con-
cerned with writing skills, '
chances are that his teachers
were not concerned when he was
a student either.
There are many reasons why
we need to know how to write
well Job applications, busi-
ness letters, newspaper col-
umns, radio broadcasts, sales
explanations, recommenda-
tions, political pamphlets, grad
school theses, even instruction
booklets, are just a few of the
types of written work which
we may be -- required to do
AFTER school. So being able
to get decent grades on papers
here at the college is only
the beginning. For many of us
the need to write efficiently
and effectively will continue '
throughout our careers. It is
important to realize that unless
we master this well enough to be
understood, we may frequently
be misunderstood. Unless we
are able to communicate exactly
our thoughts on paper we cannot
letters have been written as
though the authors had a
monopoly on truth. Otherwise,
how could they make such broad
assertions on the basis of such
obviously insufficient evidence.
I feel unqualified to speak for
any other section's Hell Week,
but one of last week's letter
writers seemed to feel qualified '
to speak about all the sections'
Hell Week as a mere sopho-
more.
I considered not signing my
name to this for fear of In-
dependent retribution, but I
guess IH have to hire some
bodyguards. I feel that it is
important that my ideas receive
the greatest scrutiny possible
that is one of the benefits of a
free press.
Glenn Forbes
Improvements
Sought
Dear Editor:
Your paper is looking better
but I still think you have a long
way to go before the VOICE
rises out of the depths of
irrelevancy and poor journalism
that has plagued it since I first
saw it two years go. Now that
I've said all that I would like to
say that the articles about
faculty and their Ideas were
good. I don't think I care to have
a 3" by 5" photo of Bill Baird
though and none of the other
pictures added anything to the
paper. If anything, they sub-
tracted space from the paper
for which you have very little.
Pictures are very good used
properly. Space is very critical
of Writing
expect others to know exactly
what we are trying to say. It is
amazing what one little comma
in a sentence can do for its
meaning. Pauses in writing are
just as effective as pauses in
speaking for they are part of the
vast repertoire of clues which we
use to convey messages.
I would urge students, as Wil-
liams did in his article, to take
advantage of the services of the
reading and writing specialist
who has been hired by the
college, or at least to be in-
terested in Improving our
writing skills; because they are
half of our means of com-
munication. I would urge
teachers to tell students who
don't write very well that they
don't write very well because in
many cases the students just
don't realize it a fact which is
understandable considering the
kinds' of high school teaching
they may have had. As long as
we are here in an environment
where we can learn the basics of
writing-a- ll over again if
necessary, it seems reasonable
to petition some profs to be more
interested in our writing habits,
at least in showing us where they
are bad, if not helping us to
correct them.
when you're only dealing with
eight pages. Look ovetthe paper
and reconsider how to use the
space. The faculty is probably
your best source of material but
remember that most of what
they say is bullshit and
irrelevant They are supposed to
be authorities on subjects so go
to them with your issues and find
out what they think about it
Don't just accept articles
because that isn't journalism.
Look at the UPI and AP in
Vietnam. They just reported the
press releases that the military
gave them. Look what's going on
in the U.S., the community or
whatever and ask a prof, what
he thinks about it Knock-of- f the
sports page entirely. Do it for a
couple weeks and see what
happens. The only people that
will complain are those that play
on the teams, coaches, and some
few others. Sports are games
and totally irrevelant outside the
actual playing of the game.
Sports is NOT NEWS and
shouldn't waste your
newspapers's space and the
efforts of the staff. Just try it and
maybe? you'll like it Keep on
experimenting and have fun
while your doing it
Good Lock,
PhUKreider.
1
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Politics,
byDougWoovor
Many people through the
years have suggested that
politics and religion just do not
mix. Dr. Gordon Tait chairman
of the religion department, tends
to disagree. Tait recently con- -t
eluded a study on a number of
clergymen currently involved in
the wheeling and dealing of
Washington life. Last Friday he
reported his . findings to the
religion majors on campus.
"I have long been concerned
about the traditional separation
between the sacred and profane,
or the Christian and secular,"
Tait said. "I think we've been
hearing too many people say -
that politics is a dirty business,
so I wanted to find out just what
makes these clergymen involved
in politics tick."
Dr. Tait went about this en-
deavor with the support of a
College grant, and during
Christmas break, proceeded to --
interview. eight clergy-politician-s.
Seven presently
reside in the House of
Representatives and one is a
.
former representative but now a
mayor of one of our major cities: .
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Only $195
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Included is the first Roman
Catholic Priest even elected to
Congress, Rep. Robert F.
Drinan (D-Hass- .). . Also
Southern Baptist John Buchanan
(R-Ala-
.), Roman Catholic
Robert J. Cornell (D-Wis- .),
United Methodist Robert Edgar
(D-Penn- .), Tennyson Guyer of
the Church of God (R-Ohi- o), and
Andrew Young (D-Geo- .) of the
United Church of Christ Ad-
ditionally he talked with
Progressive Baptist Walter
Fauntroy, a non-voti- ng
Democrat from Washington
D.C, and former representative
from Indiana and now mayor of
Indianapolis, Presbyterian
William Hudnut
The basic question Tait raised
to each Congressman was, why
did these individuals relinguish
their clergy positions to work in
Congress? "In effect I got dif-
ferent immediate answers from
each person," Tait said. "But all
of them saw Congress as a way
of being much more effective as
individuals on ethical matters
facing society today."
Generally it can be said that
the turmoil of the 60s and the
ATTENTION!
We are happy to report
that the masthead contest is
now closed, and we are in the
process of picking the
winner. We are also making
a new plea. We are very
much interested in 'finding
our own political cartoonist
So, if you have a nose for
current events and the ar-
tistic ability to match, please
contact our office. We'd like
to talk to you. The Editors.
continued from p. 1
The policy which the Ad Hoc
Committee is proposing is not
altogether foreign. The Com-
mittee found in its extensive
study of Ohio campuses that a
similar program is in operation
at Ohio Wesley an.
To clarify their proposal, the
Committee plans a series of Pit.
nd dorm discussions this,
quarter. The proposal, with
alterations from student input
will then be .submitted to the
Board of Trustees at its June
meeting. .The Committee says
there is a good chance that the
campus may be operating under
an experimental, visitation
program next fall. - -- c
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concern resulting - . from '.
Watergate : motivated these '
individuals,, though for different '
reasons. For example. Father ;
Drinan's views, Tait noted,
. differed considerably with those
of conservative Republican
William Hudnut's. But this isn't
to say that clergy Congressmen
are new on the Washington
scene. Dr. Tait notes that there --
have been over 100 clergy in-
volved in Congress since John
Witherspoon,
.
' Presbyterian
minister and one of America's
first clergy-politician-s, helped
sign the Declaration of In-
dependence.
.
Dr. Tait's conclusions, based
on the interviews, emphasized
the concept that religion and :
politics can mix. "None of the
eight in any sense would
repudiate their work in the
parish ministry," Tait Said.
"Second!, .all thought of their
work as an expansion of the ."
work they'd been doing before.
And all thought that they'd get '
quicker results , by going to .
Congress."
Tait warns, though, that these
individuals did not claim, to
gula
This Monday evening, April
18th, Bread for. the World is
holding an informal study
session concerning the present '
food stamp program. . Kim
TapicU'Wooster graduate now
working in town as a Community
Action Food Programs', Ad-
vocate,
:
will be speaking to the
group on current legislation-concernin- g
food stamps.
Bread for the -- World's main
objective in having Kim speak is
to inform people on national food
legislation in preparation for a
visit from Representative Ralph '
Regula Wednesday afternoon.
Regula will speak and discuss
current issues in the Pit Wed- -
nesday, April 21st. at 4:30 p.m.
WANTED
' Needed to Sell Brand --
Name Stereo COponents to
Students at lowest prices.
High Commission, NO IN-
VESTMENT REQUIRED.
Serious inquiries only! FAD
Components, Inc., 20 ....
-- Passaic Ave., Fairfield, New
Jersey 070O8,
Arlene : Ifuzyka 201-227-68- 84.
-
r
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"
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" Gordon Toit
represent a specific church-doctrin- e,
. but . rather their
respective constituencies. "All
of them felt they had to-b- e
responsive and sensitive to the
public. They had ' as much
responsibility in doing the job as
anybody else."
Thus politics and religion have
. been and are mixing well. One --
might assume that Gordon Tait
sees this as good. "I don't want
to see government 'converted.
I'jn not sure a Chuck Colson
'experience' is good. Rather, I'djust like to see more integrity in
government
.
1 ' -- -
to Speak
By informing ourselves of the
specifics in the current food
stamp controversy and-o- f the
related bill now before Congress,
we hope to be able to present
Rebula with some intelligent and
challenging questions. -
.
-
This bill, one of the more
pressing measures
,
before
Congress, calls lor greatly
reducing the number of food
.
stamp recipients. This could be a
drastic move. To find out more
specifically what the issues are
in preeration for Rep. Regula's
visit come to - Westminster
.
Church House at 8:00 p.m. -
Monday.
X. Famous Linker Separates
vr m - - KT
&
tt BANKAMERICARD
OR
It MASTER CHARGE
.
WELCOMED . -
Kisffcr Has
Eco-Purpo- sc
' Are you actively concerned
about the environment? Would ;
you like to become involved in
any projects , to better the
..Wooser campus and its en-
vironment? You might then
consider joining Kieffer House,
. the - campus
..
environmental
house. This house works closely
with the Sierra Club to correlate
environmental programs on-camp- us.
; Kieffer House spon-
sored the recycling program for
newspapers and magazines
during the winter and spring
quarters of this year.
. Kieffer House . also has - a
unique view of the world. The
members of the house feel an
awe of nature, which prompts
them to struggle to preserve the
environment and keep it free of
the rape of technology. To keep
. their work alive in other parts of
the campus, they have had
several open forums to discuss
the environment and have
spoken in classes dealing with
environmental - issues.
..
This
spring, Kieffer House and the ,
' Sierra Club are working to bring
several speakers to campus
during Earth Week. It may be
fair to say that the members of
Kieffer House are working to
"preserve a balance between
nature and technology. :
- Interested students should
contact Chris Pittman, Loren
Hintx or Stu Thomas at ext. 218.
Letter Appeal
I am a resident in a prison in
Southern Ohio seeking friend-
ship in anyone with an open
heart and liberal mind willing to
share a few minutes per week
with me. I prefer ladies in their
308 or 40's but I welcome all
letters.
Please Write to: Merlin
Owens, No. 137579 Box 787
Lacasvfile, Ohio 45648. r
Slack6
wea. ten
HOURS:
Won., Thurs., Fri. -- 10-9
Tues., Wed., & Sat -- 10-6
J3iazer&
College Hills Shopping Center
262-70- 57
April 16, 1976
Family Plot
by NiallW. Slater
: Alfred Hitchcock seems to
have been around forever. In-
deed, if Jean Renoir and Charlie
Chaplin have really retired, he is
probably the oldest man making
films today. It shows for both
good and ill in bis latest effort,
FAMILY PLOT, now playing
downtown. ;
The plot manages to be both
trite and unrealistic. The ex-
position at the beginning sounds
like so many other badly set-u- p
mysteries, while the basic.
i device of one half of the plot, a
missing heir to a fortune, smells
of the dusty old days before
confiscatory death duties, when
poeple could really leave money
to their children instead of to
' foundations and charities. The
plot, very simply, is this: Hiss
Julia Bainbird (a fine character
study by Kathleen Nesbit) wants
to leave her millions to the
illegitimate son of her deceased
sister; the son was given away
as an infant, to whom no one
knows. Miss Rainbird consults a
medium to contact her dead
sister for the information. When
offered a reward, the medium,
being a very realistic lady,
decides to do some detective
work to find the missing heir.
This heir turns out to be a very
successful jewel thief,
masquerading as a respectable
businessman who has no interest
in being located by anybody.
The acting ranges from quite
good to mediocre. Bruce Dern,
who plays a taxi driver in love,
with the medium and used by
'. her for all the grubby detective
work, proves that he can after
all do something besides grind
his teeth in a spaghetti western.
Barbara Harris as the medium
is rather wooden as a nym-
phomaniac but nicely mer-
cenary. A welcome cinematic
.
appearance is William Devane
as the heir-kidnapp- er. You may
. have seen him as President
Kennedy in "The Missiles of.
' October. This isn't much of a
part for him to work with, but we
may hope for more on the basis
of this,
.
The technical quality of the
film is poor. It seems incredible,
but Hitchcock must have made
this movie on a shoestring
VVOniD-VID- E
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Good Wot Gr-ea-i
budget The vast majority of it
was shot in a studio and the
exterior views outside windows
and doors in these scenes added
by overprinting. The quality of
this overprinting is just terrible.
One can often see the over-
printed scene shining through
supposedly solid objects. Hit- -'
chcock is too good a filmmaker '
for this to be the result of
carelessness. Be just is using a ,
cheaper process than what is
now generally employed.
Why then do I still tnink this is
a very good B-gra- de movie?
There aire the magnificent Hitch--
' cock touches shining here, and
.
there. Though not as consistent
as one might hope, they are still
enough to make this film
superior to all his imitators' ;
work. Hitchcock is the master of
suggesting the eerie just beyond
the edge of the screen. When
Bruce Dern is checking dates on
headstones in a cemetery we get
a lovely shot at ground level past
bis legs as he stands gazing. In
the background of this shot we
see dirt beginning to be thrown
up out of the ground. For a
moment we're just not sure if
something might not be coming
up from its customary rest. Then
the gravedigger emerges from
his latest project, and the scene
.
continues. This talent for
suggesting the horribly possible '
. is Hitchcock's greatest assest as
'
a director. Another scene with .
Dern in this same cemetery is
-- pure Hitchcock gamesmanship.
Dern is attending the funeral of a
man who just tried to kill him.
He and the widow both leave the
graveside at about, the same
time but by different paths.
Hitchcock shows us an aerial
view of the maze of the paths as
the widow tries to escape and
Dern pursues. The pattern of
turns and near misses is subtle .
comedy but weU done.
The whole film has an air of
comedy about it reminiscent .of
such early Hitchcock pieces as .
THE LADY VANISHES. At
times , Hitchcock verges too
much on slapstick, as in the
LCS
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- scene where their car is out of
control, . and the . medium
clambers all over the taxi driver
.
in terror, as he tries to keep the
car .under eontroL Still, this
- shows us that Alfie is not quite
the sick and - bitter man that
. some of the more gruesome
scenes of his previous FRENZY
might have suggested.
. FAMILY PLOT is not a great
Hitchcock movie. Bated by THE
LADY VANISHES, THE
s THIBTY-NIN- E STEPS, or
NORTH BY NORTHWEST it
must be classed as B-gra- de, but
'it's so much better than
.whatever else is put out in that
style that it's well worth seeing.
Every Hitchcock effort cannot
be a classic, but I confidently
expect the master to keep tur--
.
ning them out until he's ninety.
He's got a few more gems in him
yet
.
- Corrigendum: Normally I
don't complain about the typos
in my articles; however, I don't
want anyone to think that I am
so Philistine as to dislike
ADELE H. merely because it
seemed long. My lead quote last
' week should have read, "God
writes LOUSY theatre."
Bookstore
eont from page 1
that may easily turn the skeptic
into a Deliver.
- First he points out that the
college does not charge the
store for rent which is normal-
ly a major expense for any store.
The telephone bill for the store
runs from $160-$19- 0 a month, and
utilities average $383 a month.
Postage is a big expense; run-
ning from $1,500-$2,00- 0 per year
and frieght is in the same
category, running about $1,000 a
year.
These figures may seem large,
but in comparison to this next
Hop
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figure, they seem almost incon-
sequential. The figure is $6,000
$10,000 a year, and the expense
theft To illustrate the point
Noll pulled out a bagful of empty
boxes, containers, and book
covers saying, "See what we
have to contend with?" The
display is indeed impressive and
sufficient to make one upset at
the fact that they must pay for
their supplies and books while
others simply walk away with a
five-fing- er discount
If you are interested in the
bookstore's policy on marking
up books, this is how it works:
For every hard-cove- r book that
the store buys, they increase the
price by 20 per cent For. every
paperback, the increase rate is
40 per cent For every used book
bought from the student they
increase the price by 33 and one-thir- d
per cent Of the. books in
the store, 41 per cent fall in the 20
per cent mark-u- p. category, 41
per cent fall in the 40 per cent
mark-u- p category, and 18 per
cent fall into the 33 and one-thir- d
per cent mark-u- p category.
As for other items, such at
stationary, posters, lamps, rings
and calculators, this is where the
bookstore makes a real killing.
In -- defense of the
bookstore's prices on books, Noll
claims that the total cost of
books runs about 3 per cent of
the total cost of the coUege
education for the average
student which to him does not
seem too much to ask.
on over to
E
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w (photo by David Kopponhavor)
Noll is proud of the fact that
the Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
ranks in the top 3 per cent of
college bookstores across the
nation in sales per student He
claims that Wooster is a good
school in that students buy many
books for outside reading, not
limiting themselves to
classwork alone. While proud of
the bookstore, Noll is also
distraught by the fact that while
complaints of the store abound
on campus, no one is willing to
come and air their gripes with
the Bookstore Committee, which
meets regularly and advertises
its meetings. So to all students
who don't like the prices in the
bookstore, the committee is the
proper outlet for complaints and
grievances.
The major question which all
of these facts and figures bring
out is: Should the bookstore be
self-sufficie-nt or should it be
willing to operate at a loss for
the benefit of the students? The
answer lies in the $100,000 that it
would cost annually to allow the
store to sell books at cost The
money would have to come from
somewhere, and knowing good
old Wooster U., it would end up
coming out of the students' and
parents' pocketbooks.
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Young Mm
by Ray Boles
Dean Young is truly "a man of
action." His head is the one that
is knocked np against the brick
wall of men'j problems. And it is
his nights that are spent
worrying over these difficult,
questions in order that the
college student may enjoy his
much-neede- d sleep.
The Index, 1947
No other statement could
better sum up the forty years of
service that Ralph A. ("Racky")
Young has given the College of
Wooster. That service will come
to an end on September 1, 1976,
but not without great rewards,
both for Young and the
thousands of students, faculty
members, and administrators
whose lives he has enriched.
Young has been closely
associated with the College since
September 14, 1925, when he
arrived from West Middlesex,
Pennsylvania as a freshman.
His decision to attend Wooster
was encouraged by a high school
teacher graduated from Wooster
in 1922, and a neighbor,
Reverend Ferver, who brought
Young to the college's 1925
commencement exercises. At
this time, Wooster was a
relatively young Presbyterian
college of about 700 students.
When you see "Rackie"
plunge through the line, lead a
"Y" meeting, hear him laugh, or
see bis grades, you know that he
is unusual in bis abilities. He is a
big man on campus and was
class president in his Sophomore
year. "Rackie" is one of the best
fellows in school
Young excelled in every
facet of his college career. He
lettered consistently as a half-
back and made a name for
himself as a reliable
placekicker. (He has kicked with
the varsity at every Friday
practice since 1937). In addition,
he starred for three- - years as a
center fielder with Scot teams.
Young's activities extended
from the Congressional Club to
Student Senate to a
preministerial society. His
college record, in fact, was so
outstanding that, upon
graduation in 1929, President
Wishart offered him the post of
--Director of Admissions; Young
turned it down.
Chooses Ministry
Instead, he chose to attend
McCormack Seminary, he
graduated in 1932 and was soon
ordained as minister of the
Harbor . Springs, Michigan
Presbyterian Church. .
In February, 1937, Young was
invited to return to Wooster as a
member of the Kenarden
Refurnishing Commission. After
a commission meeting,
John D. McKee drew Young
aside and offered him the post of
Assistant to the President .for
promotion.
In Young's words, "I had
never thought of myself except
as a minister. I talked to people I
knew and prayed as hard as I
could. Finally, I had to tell
President Wishart 'Thanks, but
no."
Young continued to consider
the offer, though, and within a
week, called President Wishart
.
to accept the post A week later,
on March 16, 1937, he began the
forty years of service he is now
concluding. "I don't know why
I'm here," he told Wishart, "I
guess it's because I think so
much of Wooster."
It's not because Young thinks
any less of Wooster today that he
is seeking a part-tim- e teaching
position elsewhere after -- his
mandatory retirement from
Wooster. He believes he can
make his best contribution as a
teacher, and has sent ' out
resumes to . several small
Presbyterian colleges.
.
By
September, he hopes to be
teaching again the introductory
Old and New Testament courses
he has taught since his return
from study leave at Harvard
Divinity School in 1970.
Faculty Best Ever
Young is quick to note that
Wooster has always had an
outstanding faculty, and equally
quick to assert that Wooster's
present faculty is ""tpe most
impressive he has ever seen. .
Considering that Young has
known almost every Wooster
faculty member since 1925, and
studied under legendary names
like Boles, Dunn, Hole, and
Notestein, this is high praise
Indeed. Some of his greatest
accolades, in fact, are reserved
for the professors' "beyond-the-classroom- "
activities.
Young notes that Wooster has
always tried to "present a
program that touches - every
phase of student life - and
development"
. His own
' relationships with professors
during his undergraduate years
certainly enhanced this
development
When his English professor
discovered that Young had
never heard an opera, he im-
mediately rented a car and took
Young to Cleveland to see
Verdi's Aida. His French
professor, Mrs. McSweeney,
held regular open houses for
faculty and students in her
home, stressing the importance
of conversation and the classics.
Young's Sunday School
teacher. Professor Westhafer,
answered for him the question of
evolution, then a popular subject
of debate. (The Scopes "Monkey
Trial" had just ended.) "Even if
we are descended from the
apes," stated Westhafer,"look
how far we have come." This .- -'
statement made in the face of
much Presbyterian anti-evoluti- on
sentiment both an-
swered Young's questions on
evolution and taught him to be
unafraid to speak his mind on an"
issue.
Young's philosophy of work
effort was shaped by Dean ,
Kelso, bis Greek professor.
During Young's freshman year, :
Kelso told a junior Greek major
that "Young is doing very good
work in my class." ..
By his own admission. Young
was "floundering"; he was
already waking up at 4:30 each
morning to study Greek. Kelso's
.
comment however, spurred him
on to do even better work, and
taught him one of his fun-
damental beliefs: that "when
you know someone believes in I
you, youll do your best to live up
'to that belief." '. '
Dean Of Men.
Houng tried to impart this
philosophy to Wooster students
during his 25-ye- ar tenure as
Dean of Men. After serving as
Assistant to the President for.
nine years, and simultaneously
as Admissions Director .for --
eight Young was named Dean of
Men in 1945 by newly appointed .
President Howard F. Lowry.
When he retired from the
Dean's office in 1969, he had
served longer as Dean than any
other person in the 100-ye- ar
history of the College.
As Dean of Men, Young's main
concerns were the "social and
religious dimensions" of the
College experience. He has
"always desired' to have a
program where girls and guys
are better, rather than worse, off
the morning after the night
before." .
His hardest decisions, in fact
have been socially oriented.
Peer pressure, he asserts, has
created "more problems than
anything else" during his tenure
at the College, but he realizes
that "this has r been true
Random
cont from page 1 v
bis studies serious attention, ai
his time, he also learned that
- "no prayer is unanswered; no
is an answer as well ashes'." ---
In 1931, Young continued his
studies at the University of
Chicago Divinity School. Here,
he was imparted a "spiritual
interpretation of historical
tendencies which support per-
sonal values." He developed a
belief that city and state govern-
ments neglect personal values
which "came , home after the
incidents in Watts and Detroit"
inthel960s.
Upon graduation - - from
Chicago, Young was hired as.
pastor of the Harbor Springs
Presbyterian - Church. the
diversity of the Harbor Springs '
community is demonstrated by
. the fact that Young's first
funeral was' held for a poor
farmer in a tarpaper shack; his
first wedding, a few days later,
was for a member of one of the
wealthiest families in the state.
As a minister. Young saw his
primary function to be "aiding
people in relation to God."
"Many people today," he noted,
"feel sorry for the Church; I
think it should be the other way
around." - .' ' " . - . .
Young returned to Wooster in
1937 with the understanding that '
after a few years, he would look
again for a church of his own.
"And here I am," he said. "39
years and 29 days later . . . the
' oldest living Associate Professor
of anything."
Houng has high praise for
Wooster's present faculty and
programs. "Our faculty
represents first-rat- e quality, and
'its overall academic quality is.
noticeably better: than it has
"ever been," he asserted. "The
.
'extensiveness of our physical -
education program is amazing; .
: . . of All-A- m erican quality." -
Young1 stated that the goals of
: throughout the years." ...
Social Policy Evolves
Social policy at the College'
evolved a great deal' during
Young's tenure as Dean of Men.
:: During his undergraduate days,
attendance at Sunday School and
. church was required. (Even
though he chose the ministry as
a career, Young readily admits
that he did not go to church by
choice until seminary).
In the 1920's, Freshmen were
' allowed two dates a week; all
lights had to be out by 10:00. All
campus "parties" of two or
more people bad to be registered
with the Dean's office, and off-camp-us
dates were assigned a?"
faculty chaperone.
Though some of the policies
pursued by the College during
Young's tenure as Dean of Men
" may seem prohibitive by our
standards, they were innovative
for their time, and represented
Young's personal initiative,
toward change.
- Young quotes Louis' Holden,
past College President to frase
bis praise of Wooster's faculty:
"A college rises or falls with its
faculty. Young continues, I
Reflections Continued
social development are
TeautifuIly expressed" in
Wooster's Code of Conduct but
was quick to caution that the
.-
-i Code is not, universally under- -
- stood.. Alcohol, he noted, is
'frequently
. misused, and sex
.frequently misunderstood.
"Kisses and caresses," he
asserted, "lose their meaning
when they are reduced to mere
biology," referring to a high
school speaker who once told his
class that "a kiss or caress is
sacred." "Love and marriage
should be based on r mutual
concern; it is unnecessary to
relate love and intercourse," he
reiterated. ,
-
- Further, he noted that "love"
can be beautiful and thrilling,
through strong bonds of af-
fection." ' He - added, however,
that "it is not what others do, but :
what you do that contributes to
your own maximum social V
development
Young had . several
suggestions for tapping the
"acres of diamonds" he sees in
.
the resources of , Wooster's i..
r faculty. He . questioned the"
feasibility of having faculty
members speak to the question
-- of, "What makes life worth
living?" .:
.. '. ..
I
- Young chided education for
doing very little to change man-to-m- an
attitudes and en-- .
couraged his audience to focus
their attention . on people's
goodness. "The smallest bit of
goodness," he asserted, "is of
" great importance and is reason
enough for doing the right "
thing.!
Young ' imparted to the
audience, which included six of
.
his Wooster professors, as well 1
' as his family and present --
students and faculty, his deep :
belief id prayer.
"When I pray,", he asserted,
"my life is significantly dif-
ferent m n when I do not
am impressed with Wooster's
. 1a a j it i M 1
- lactuiy Luuijr, wiui meir wruioi
education, their interest in their-studen- ts,
and the seriousness
with which they- - take their
End Of An Era -
- For the first' time in forty
years, "Racky Young will not
' be a member of that faculty, and
that in itself, is a great loss. He
'has seen almost 21,000 Wooster
students pass from the Hill; 81
A, . Jl , 1 . - . Iper tern ui uie uumuer uiai ua ye
.
attended Wooster since its in-
ception in 1868. t r
Wooster's living alumni during
those years, and taught almost
900 of .them; his class roll is
1 11 W - - -always iuu. nis sa cuuaren are
married now. and he is a
. grandfather thirty times over,
and a
.
great-grandfath- er six
times. ... ... -
Still. "Racky" Young wants to
teach. No one can measure his
.
contributions to this college, nor
.
V UM. VVUVgV 11110 U1Vforesight to hire him.
Martha and I believe we
have many useful days left in
our lives.
Ralph Andrew Young
Prayer for me is a one-wa- y
conversation throughout - the
day; I ask God's help for others
and for myself. The answer is
. often no, and I don't understand
-
-
.why." - .- -:
.
"Prayer," he continued,
"doesn't : prevent - me from
having problems; it just helps
me to cope with them . . . God is
real!" : :c
' Young concluded on a note of
high praise for Wooster, citing
1 tze distinctiveness - and high
academic standards the
College, and Its concern with
knowledge and competence.' --
' Young will retire effective
September 1, 1976, joining on .
exclusive group of. Wooster
Professors Emeritus. '" '
Pictures On
Opposite Page
' 1 Wooster junior, 1928. 2
Star halfback, 1929. 3
Freshman Men's Discipline
Court 1927. 4 Director of
Admissions with in-
ternational students, 1941, 5
Dean of Men, 1945. 6
First Federal Softball team,
1946. - 7 .Spiking the
volleyball, 1947. 8 "All-Colleg- e
Smash," 19S0. 9 In
conference, 1948. 10 The
"kicking dean," 1887. 11
Dedicating the baseball
diamond, 1988. 12 Con-
vocation with McKee, An-
derson, Munson, Swigart,
Ihrig. Murray. 1978. 13
Abie's Irish Rose, 1980. 14
Induction into Athletic Hall
of Fame, 1973. 15 With son-in-la- w
Dick Schmidt wife
Martha, daughter Pat Sch
midt granddaughter Nancy
Berkstein. and grandson
Ken Schmidt 1978. Photos
shot or reproduced by Ken
Myers. '
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Casse r
byPamllcArthur
the happenings Sunday
evening are hard to describe. It
began with fine performances by
Pat Carpenter, Annie Fisher,
and Janet Smeltz, and then
Casse Culver took the stage.
From that point on, good music
mingled very freely with radical
politics, audience reactions
ranged from empathy to
rejection, and the positive
feelings which the concert gave
to some were not a euphoric high
but the product of some in-dep- th
thinking.
Casse's musical talent was
immediately evident; she
played a variety of instruments
.
and did songs that were, with
few exceptions, her own
creation. Yet this was not the
primary focus of her concert;
through her words and music
she expressed her own character
and politics, and tried to
establish and firm contact with
the audience. At the end of the
concert, instead of doing an
encore as requested,' she sat on
the edge of the stage and
discussed with us why she felt
she had failed in her purpose
why she had felt both oppressed
and oppressive while on stage.
One of those reasons was the
phenomenon that few people
take an event seriously if they
. have paid only 50 cents for it
Casse is not well-know- n (among
the ruling people who govern the
standards for talent) and she
was not taken seriously by the
local promoters of cultural
events; there were therefore'
some people among the audience
who had come with no great
expectations, wanting only to be
entertained and amused. This is
a sad comment on our value,
system, which judges worth by
the numbers on a price-tag- ; and
it ' contributed to the tension
which was felt both by Casse and .
by members of the audience.
Going beyond this, probably
the main reason for the tension
was that Casse was, as she
herself cheerfully said, talking
treason. She spoke with pride as
a woman and a lesbian, and on
behalf of many other minority-statu- s
groups. She critized
America's policies on
economics, race, education and
family. In fact, she challenged
almost every power structure
which contributes to our present
way of life. Far from falling into
the category of simple en-
tertainment, Casse asked us to
let our minds stretch and grow a
bit something that we who
take refuge in an institution of
higher education often fail to do.
She had said near the beginning
of the concert that she was just
another person "trying to make
a living and have a little fun;"
but she proved to be much more
than that The strength and
enthusiasm of the woman, and
the force of her convictions,
came across
'
very clearly.
Through her songs, and
especially during the time she
took to sit and talk with as. she
expressed herself not as an
entertainer but as a person who
is concerned with the lives we .
are creating (or destroying) and
with our reactions both to her
and to ourselves. It is un-
fortunate that so few people
allowed themselves to be open to
her concern, for without that
vulnerability and without the
positive energy that could have
been brought out very strongly
in the concert, Wooster will
never be much more than an
institute of pseudo-educatio- n
a refuge.
I v . J
Sale effective through
- Saturday, April 24
WOOSTER: Portage Square Plaza
Monday - Satrday 10--9, Sunday 1-- 6.
- 1
(2
x
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Recent warm weather has brought out the frisbees and
high spirits as spring once again visits the Wooster campus.
EVERY KNIT FADRIG IN OUR STORE '.
IS ON SALE!
Single knits Doutteknit coorcfnates
Interlock prints and solids Doutteknit
prints and solids Qiana solids and prints
Raid knits T-sh- irt solids and prints
Gauze knit coordinates Doubtekrit yam
dyes Gauze knit batik
- Reg. 1.CO to &3yd...7:.'5 --'
.
OFf
IJZRCERIZED COTTON THREAD
Smal spools. .10 for 1X3
Large spools... 5 for 1X0
--
.
EJYiSSLE ZIPPERS..... 53 OFF
7" to 22" length zippers. Assorted lasrion colors.
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Timmy Trample
by Professor Retslag
As one with a longstanding
interest in social phenomena, I
'have taken it upon myself to
research the current epidemic
sweeping the College of Wooster.
No, it is not "the gift which keeps
on giving." Rather, it is .
variously known as Snort'
cuttitis, Grass-Roo- ts Apathy, or
Path-Beatnik- s. The proposed
.methodology involved - ad-
ministering a questionnaire to a
random . sample of random
deviates suffering from the
r.lusic end Activity Booths Plcnncd
for Country Weekend Golfers Lose
. As 1 an ' alternative to the
.
traditional Alfred. E. . Packard
Day, this year the college will
present a Country Fair weekend.
The weekend will be May 14 and --
15 and will be geared to repre--
eontin cr .manv q CYofc nf nui1
community's heritage.
Optimistically planning for
good.' weather, . all .the events
have been scheduled outdoors.
our. ..w- -j m v...: :ti.1UC WtXkKllU Will WCglll W1UI d
bands playing for enjoyment by
different groups. For. .the
ballroom dancer, the 14 piece
Buddy -- Young Band will offer
mellow music on Lowry Patio
from 8-11- :30 p.m. for the rock
fan, H.C. Hooker will play in the
Armington Quad at the same
time. And, for those with more
of an ethnic flair, there will be
polka , music on the roof of
McGaw.
. i'
Saturday brings forth many
craft, shows . and- - activities
similar to Alfred E. Packard
Awonderful wav to gret high. (DEXTER
--
:
I
1 $
Mer
malady (after an appropriate
pre-tes- t, of - course). Un-
fortunately, sample response
rates proved inadequate
(respondents were "in too much
of a hurry") so the only in-
terview gained was with the
person- - who is generally
regarded as the originator of the
craze, . Jimmy Trample.
Devotees of the phenomenon
reverently refer to Trample as
the Holy Mudder. The following
excerpts were taken from this
interview. - :
.
--
-"- Q. Why is it. Trample, that you
' day. Activity booths of many
campus organizations will
run all day . There will be varied
sports events for all ages, such
as relay races, volleyball, soft
ball, skate board contests and
obstacle course. An ice cream
social will run all afternoon and
from 2--4 p.m., there will be a ".
square dance on the roof of
McGaw. - Chalk portrait sket-
ching and face painting will take
'. place all day . on the Kauke .: "-gro- unds.
. . For musical : ; en--
' tertainment during the day, Alex
BevanJohn Bassette.'Tom.Tom J'
and Sue and hurdy gurdy man
will play from 12--5 p.m. in-- the
Kauke arch. :. '. -
There are, however,, some
unusual events to honor the
country fair theme. Twenty --
antique cars will be on display --
on the Kauke lawn from 1-- 4 p.m.
Then, the Wooster Symphony
will present a Pops Symphony in
the Kauke arch from 7:30-9:3- 0.
Stand a little taller in '
Dexter wedges. The top look
in bottoms. A new wedge
heel underlined with a
bouncy sole. Wear them to ; .
school or work and youll
swear the weekend's still .V
here. That's the joy of
Saturday Shoes by Dexter.
X -28.00 Z
Shoes
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-- Ruin's Grass on Campus
have
. had such a pervasive
impact on this campusi
A. To me it's clear that beating
paths across the grass which
if youll forgive my immodesty,
111 refer to as Trampling was
an idea "whose time had come."
For years America has been
putting saving time ahead of
saving natural beauty, so it was
inevitable that Wooster would
eventually "follow the beaten
path," so to speak.
- My arrival on campus was,
however, the real turning point
After completing my Ph. D.
from Sahel University (title:
Withering Heights) I arrived at
-- COW only to find a single path
from the Library to Lowry. I
understand now that this was
created by book thieves making
their escape. After analyzing the
nonsensical layout of existing
brick and concrete walkways I
knew I was critically needed.
Q. How did you first mobilize
support for Trampling?
..-
-
?
A. My greatest hurdle to
overcome was the basic human -- .
instinct to respect life. Most kids ,
coming out of huh school think
that lawns are beautiful things.
m
The Everything Sck--
21" x 25", with drawstring and red '
wooden knobs. Holds anything from
socks and shirts to overnight ski and
camp gear. Sturdy, durable and colorful!
ToteBa- s-
9" x 17". wtlh jumbo zipper. Great for
lunch, cosmetics, overnight gear,
what-have-yo- u. Take it to the beach,
fc the slopes. Lightweight carryall for
anything, anywhere. v
Only $2.50
everyone starts taking the paths
instead of the sidewalks! What I
try to do. you see, is to create a
"pathbreakers ethic," or
PATHETIC for short I try to
make them feel the way I do
-- about grass If you can't
smoke it choke it.
Q. What kind of people have
become Tramplers?
A. Oh. all kinds. Physicists
love to measure the nanoseconds
they can save by shortcuts.
Radical Political Scientists see it
as a means of treading under the
status quo. Philosophers find
walking through mud brings
orgasms of existential
awareness. A lot of P.E. majors
are afraid of falling limbs in the
Oak Grove and prefer cutting
across open areas. And
Economists find it very "ef-
ficient" to travel in straight
lines.
Q. So, what does the future
hold for the Tramplers?
A. My pet project is to connect
all Tramplers with a CB radio
frequency so I can broadcast
Life Arts whenever new grass
attempts to grow on one of our
Dannon Yogurt, P.O. Box 2347,I Ftodsvffle. North Carolina 27322
Send me Everything
Send me Tote BagsI For each one, here is $2.50 (check
I
I Name.
Address .I
CBy-
-
--State.I Good only in U.S.A. Void where prohibited Add local tan
gwhere applicable Otter expire June 30.
paths. This way we can
collectively rush to the trouble
- spot and stomp the intruder to
death. I'm also starting a pool
for the exact day when the path
between Bissman and Kittredge
across Compton's lawn will be
completely devoid of life.
Q. But aren't paths quite
impactical when it rains?
A. Yes, we used to get a lot of
grumbling on rainy days when
Tramplers had to take the
sidewalks to avert drowning.
But I kept reminding them that
muddy grass was the most
vulnerable to new paths and,
sure enough, now I see people on
the grass rain or shine. Actually,
to eliminate the messy mud
problem I've proposed paving
all of our trampled paths.
Q. But wouldn't that cost a
fortune? And what about the
baseball diamond between
Kenarden and Lowry?
A. I'm glad you asked that
because we" did a study and
found that paving paths would
force a tuition hike of only 50 per
cent next year. We figure since
time is money it's well worth it
Sacks
or money order)
--
2p-
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Delcos' NBA Predictions s
Cleveland v. Washington
Although I hate to say it, it is
entirely possible that the
Washington Bullets can beat the
Cleveland Cavaliers four
straight in the playoffs. The
Cavs beat the Bullets 4 of t
during the season, but you can
throw that out the window.
SHOOTING: Both teams can
shoot the eyes out of the basket
Washington can score in any
variety of ways. However, they
thrive on the fast break. With
Wes Unseld and Elvin Hayes
triggering the break, the Bullets
are tough to beat Hayes scores
well, but is a streak shooter. Phil
Chenier and Mike Riordan are
tough around the perimeter and
Dave Bing penetrates with the
best They like to work Hayes
inside, and Unseld is tough odf
he offensive boards.
Cleveland on the other hand
has exceptional outside shooters
in Bingo Smith, Austin Carr, and
Dick Snyder. However, the Kavs
seem to live on the outside shot
They don't penetrate enough.
Often the Cavs run down the 24
second clock, shooting as it
expires. As a result
Cleveland doesn't shoot as
much as they should, and often
the other team will shoot 10-1-5
more times than the Cavs per
game. This is one reason why
Cleveland is ranked second on
defense. When you hold the ball
and don't shoot well neither can
the other team. And when you
don't shoot, you don't score.
Simple. A key will be how well
Jim Chones and Jim Brewer
handle themselves offensively.
Big games from them could tell
the tale.
PLAYMAKING: For Wash-
ington it begins and ends with
Dave Bing. Despite being hailed
as the second coming of Walt
Frazier, Chenier cannot drive
Clyde's Rolls as a passer or
clutch shooter for that matter.
Unseld isn't bad, but Hayes is
allergic to the word "pass."
Passing' isn't what they pay
Riordan for either. . All told, it
lies with Bing. Cleveland
meanwhile depends on Jim
Cleamons, Dick Snyder, and
Foots Walker to set things up.
Forget Carr. He needs the ball to
either shoot or drive. A Carr
pass might hit Pete Franklin in
the mouth. On second thought . .
. To the Cavalier tall timber, a
pass is something made at a
barmaid, done on the highway,
or used in a bridge game. Bingo
Smith? Can't even spell the
MAGNAYOX STEREO
INSTRUMENTS
BECORDS REPAIRS
t 262-58- 86
I ON THE SQUARE
REBOUNDING: Rebounding
and Wes Unseld go together like
ham and eggs or Nixon and
deceit Hayes is also a terror.
Because both exceU, the others
tend to stand around and watch
like its a John Wayne movie.
Chenier and Bing will mix it up
underneath, but Riordan is
better off receiving the outlet
Truck Robinson and Nick Wea-therspo- on
could surprise.
Rebounding is a Cav weakness.
Their Achilles Heel. Nate Thur-
mond has helped tremendously
and is why Cleveland is here.
Brewer is cut from the Paul
Silas Dave DeBusschere mold
which says alot Chones has
played super ail year. Campy
Russell must help out when he is
in, because the Cavs receive no
help from the backcourt or
Bingo.
DEFENSE: Both teams are
excellent Unseld is a monument
underneath nd . Hayes swats
away shots like King Kong did
planes. The backcourt is one of
the best Riordan learned
defense from the Knick's Red
Holzman where it was invented.
Robinson has also helped
Washington. A way to beat them,
is for the forwards to shoot
outside, trying to draw . out
Unseld. That's why Brewer will
be a major key.
Cleveland is also good
defensively. It's worth
repeating, but the offense pat-- ,
terns are a factor to why
Cleveland has had success. Beat
them on the boards and you've
xeaten the Cavs. Bingo and
Campy have improved tremen-
dously in this area. Brewer and
Chones are the defensive
stalworts. Big Nate has given a
clinic on how it's played. The
backcourt isn't bad, but can be
THE
BOOK NOOK
201 E. LIBERTY
PHONE 262-62- 86
BOOKS J
FOR ALL OCCASIONS j
FICTION j
NONFICTION !
All Books Bright j
and Beautiful I
I SPECIAL ORDERS'- -
i.
exploited underneath, especially
Walker. Cleveland is scrappy on
defense but not aggressive to the
point of being too risky. They
Jostle and you must earn what
you get
rd love to see the Cavs win
and I think they might But-Washingto- n
won't fold like they
did to Golden State last year.
They haven't played that well
of late but could explode on you.
If Cleveland loses on the
homecourt they will be in hot
water. Even though Cleveland
has whipped Washington in their
backyard, these are the playoffs
and a different story. It will take
some kind of effort to nail the
Bullets, but the Cavs are capable
of it No telling what will happen,
but Washington is the safest bet
and I'll have to take them.
Experience being the key. I hope
I'm wrong. Go Cavs!
Golfers Lose
by Doug Dm -
In their second outing of the
season last weekend the' Scot '
linksmen finished third --in the
small college, division of the
Ashland Invitational. The Scots
failed to retain the form that
carried them to victory in their
own Wooster . Open and were
defeated by host Ashland which
shot 386-393-7-79 in the two-da-y
event Youngstown State
continued on p. 11
I GRACE'S WINE SHOPPE
T FREE DELIVERY 1
262-586- 6
' 1
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The laxmen, who have lost their first two games, will
have the opportunity to turn their season around when they
play Bethany on Wednesday, (photo by Ken Myrs)
by David Johns
Even though the laxmen lost
badly in their first two games of
the year, Wooster's young
coach, Jamie Thomas, is op-
timistic about the rest of the
season. The Scots lost their first
game to highly-toute- d Bowling
Green by a score of 22-- 1, and a
brilliant Denison team beat
them 22-- 2.
The scores, according to
Thomas, "were not a fair
representation of how the gamesr for a change of pace , ' ; v
next fall ...
ANNOUNCING TWO NEW SPECIAL
SEMESTER PROGRAMS k
AT DREW UNIVERSITY
The Brussels Semester on the European .
Economic Community
(for economics, political science, history
majors) now in the fall as well as the spring.
A unique and challenging opportunity to
study and experience the movement towards
European political and economic integration.
The Theatre Semester
Internship with the New Jersey Shakespeare
Festival, a professional (Actors' Equity)
repertory company in residence on Drew's
beautifully forested campus one hour west of
New York City. . .
Students from your college have participated in
Drew's other semester programs in the past (for
full transferable credit): The Art Semester in New
York City, The Semester in London on comparative
political science, and The United Nations .
Semester. Consult your art or political science
departments for information about these, or write
these departments at Drew for information and --
application. -f SUMMER SCHOOL TOO!June 7 to July 2. July 6 to August 3
anthropology, art, astronomy, botany, --
chemistry, economics, English, film, history,
languages, mathematics, music, philosophy,
political science, psychology, religion,
sociology, theatre, zoology;
professional theatre on campus every night
... New York City (and Democratic .
.
convention) just an hour away .77 theJersey
Shore. Bicentennial
campus '
went"
Two bright spots in the lineup
are co-capta- ins John Long on
defense and Beau McCaffray in
midfield. Other standouts are
Scott Baxter, a freshman, on
attack, Rob Rutan in midfield,
and Bob Dyer on defense.
Because of "inex-
perience ' and weakness on
defense," he said, the Scots
"should not be expected, to
(compete with them."
landmarks, recreation on
for information or application to any program,
write : V
Dean Robert Ackerman
Drew University --
Madison, New Jersey 07840
1
I
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Scots Tdke Tailspin
by John Dl cos
Despite the warnings trom
English teachers, sportswriters
adore and use cliches. An all-ti-me
favorite is "you can't win
them alL" It's well worn, but
nonetheless, : true as Bob
Morgan's Scots win unhappily
testify.
After setting the world afire
with a 13--1 start, Wooster's
- diamondmen have seen life from
the other side of the fence,
dropping 3 of their last 4. After a
: double-di-p win over Heidelberg
in which the Scots played just
well enough to win, they hit their
tailspin. lit Union clipped them
6--3, and nationally ranked Ohio
Northern blitzed them twice(check these scores), 10-- 4, 10-- 2.
-
The Scots opened up a quick 4-- 0
edge in the opener. Wooster
tallied in the first on singles by
Bill Colvin, Rich Hopkins, John
Crasi, and an error. -- They
chalked up a trio in the third
when Dan Taylor was hit by a
pitch, and Rick Hrpkins and
Dave Bramfield singled. Crasi
cleared the bases with his
second hit, a double. With Denny
LaDuke on the hill and a four-ru- n
lead, the Scots were in the
driver's seat
Undaunted, Ohio .Northern
struck back. An error, a control
lapse by LaDuke, and two clutch
safeties knotted the score in tne
third at 4--4. The Bears then
added single markers in the
fourth and sixth frames, but iced
it with a four-ru- n spurt in the
fifth. A shellshocked LaDuke
was looking up at a 10-- 4 count
watching his record slip to 3-- 2.
In the nightcap, Wooster nevei
even had a lead to lose. Ohio
Northern took it to them from
the gun. They had an 8--0 edge
after three, and the question
wasn't "who", but "by how
many." Basketball star Al
Donhoff hurled for Northern and
got the win, Greg Cox was
tagged with the loss.
! 1
After being blown away twice,
and with a three game losing
streak, the Scots regrouped
behind Andy Matonak, downing
Baldwin-Wallac- e 5-- 4. Wooster
staked Matonak to a quick 2--0
lead on a bases-loade- d walk
scoring Tom Grippa, and a
roundtripper by Pat
McLaughlin. Rob Steele's bit
plated Tom Traver for the Scot's
third run, and Dan-Tayl- or
singled home Grippa for their
fourth. The winner proved to be
Hopkins' homer in the eighth.
The Scots now post a 14--4 mark
overall, and are 3-- 4 in the OAC.
They will battle Otterbein in a
doubleheader at home tomorrow
afternoon.
continued from pg. 10
University tied up second place
with a 391-395-7- 86 performance
and the Wooster squad wound up
with a 412-390-8- 02 score. Akron,
.Ohio Wesleyan, and Baldwin-Walla- ce
rounded out the field.
This Friday and Saturday the
Scots will be battling on the
home fairways in the Dale
Beckler Invitational. The
tournament will be bested by the
Scots with assistance from the
Wooster Country Club. Nye said
he is expecting 17 teams for the
contest 5 of which competed in
last year's NCAA cham-
pionships. "It will be probably
the biggest and the best tour--'
nament field in the. Midwest"
said Nye.
Reflecting on his team's ef-
fort, Coach Bob Nye admitted,
"I think there was a letdown
from the victory. We were
horrible. No one played well."
None of his men played up to
their abilities and it showed in
the results; Greg Nye was low
for the Scots carding an 81-77-1- 58.
The ' coach remains op-
timistic, however. Nye considers
his unit a strong team and said,
"We have to keep working at it
and keep our coot"
When I Quit
SMOKING, I'LL PUT ALL THE MONEY :
I SAVE INTO A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AT I
FIRST FEDERAL:
SAYINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION 2
1812 CLEVELAND ROAD OR Z
135 E. LIBERTY ST. J
AND SOMEDAY, IF I LIVE, I'LL BE
A MILLIONAIRE! :
f
Wooster Scotties practice for their game tomorrow, to be
held at Ohio University, (photo by Kn Myrt)
Students Invent New Sport
by David Koppenhaver
In, 1891 Dr. James Naismith
invented a game in Springfield,
Mass. to keep his bored athletes
happy in the winter. This game
was called basketball and its
phenomenal growth the world's
third most popular sport --
behind soccer and bicycling is
well known.
In 1976 four bored Wooster
youths did not wait for a coach to
keep them happy. They invented
a game called attic soccer. Injust seven weeks participation
has quadrupled and where is
anyone's guess.
Those four founding , fathers
were "Fats" Greasley, "Gun"
Stools, "Crash" Sillimuns, and
"Flush" Johns. They played on
the fourth floor because of what
can only be regarded as fate.
Playing a rowdy and corrupted
version of attic soccer on the
first floor, the lads were chased
upstairs by some unsympathetic
onlookers. Their reputation
preceded them and second floor
residents told them in no un-
certain terms to look elsewhere.
The story was the same at the
third floor and the frustrated
gentlemen were forced to settle
in the attic. The game was born!
Under these attic addicts'1
careful protection the game has
bloomed. This growth has been
assisted by several facts.
First the game is easy to
' learn; there are only four rules:
1) teams consist of three men
the National Organization for
Women fortunately has not
corrupted the sport yet; 2) ac-
tion is to be continuous; 3) there
is no rule number three; 4) in
casp of broken les the cramp is
"gT,Second, there are the fame
and recognition that accompany
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the AA (attic addicts), The
players are now greeted with
"there come those ob- -
noxious..." wherever they go.
They even have groupes who
cheer them on with cries of,
"Shut up up there!" and "Oh,
no, they're at it again."
Third, the choir has benefit-
ted. Several of the players now
have upper vocal ranges well
beyond that of the ordinary male
in fact Minnie Ripperton now
has male counterparts. This
condition results from
carelessness not looking out
for the three-fe- et high radiators,
and-o- r slow reflexes.
Attic soccer is gaining in-
tensity and it is not wise to enter
the playing area before one is
fully prepared mentally. I asked
a few players who they get up for
games. "I walk up the stairs to
the attic and turn left at the top,"
explained Crash.
Gun shot back, "Well, there's
foreplay and hm? What? ... oh,
you mean soccer games."
Of course no sport is without
its hazards. Gun has the dubious
distinction of receiving the first
serious injury. He broke his leg
in three places when one of his
moves back fired.
"I had just ripped the ball
away from one hulking brute
and made a magnificent move to
get past another," explained
Gun. "Then just as I made
another brilliant maneuver I
slipped on a wet spot As I was
going down I still valiantly took
the shot and scored, as it
rocketed through the goalie's
feeble defense."
"He tripped over his big feet
and stepped on the ball," stated
Crast quietly.
"Dim," Ridahorse tried a
little psychology, "Get up, you
baby! Walk it off! " Dim's father
was a football coach.
Gunn was taken to the hospital
and now manages well with a
cast and crutches. Gun has
experienced more mental than
physical anguish during his
forced "cold turkey" from the
game.
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Women's
Tennis
Results
Hiram on April 4
Ann Cleary won first singles
6-- 7, 6--3, K.
Carol Hahn won second
singles 6-- 2, 2-- 6, 7-- 6.
Fran Kielbowics won third
singles 6-3,- 6-0.
Pam Hampton and Jan
Smelts won first doubles 7-- 6, 6-- 2.
Molly Magee and Wendy
Newton won second doubles 6--2,
6-- 0.
Toledo on April 10
Ann Cleary won first singles
6-4,6-
-4.
Carol Hahn lost second
singles 7-- 6, 4-- 6, 6-- 7.
Fran Kielbowics won third
singles 6-- 4, 6--4.
Pam Hampton and Jan
Smelts won first doubles 6--2, 64.
Molly Magee and Wendy
Newton won second double
6--7, 6-- 2, 6--2.
Ashland on April 12
Ann Cleary won first singles
6-2,6-
-3.
Carol Hahn won second
singles 6-- 2, 6--1.
Fran Kielbowics won third
singles 6-- 3, 6-- 2.
Pam Hampton and Jan
Smelts won first doubles 6-- 3, 6-- 7,
6-- 4.
Molly Magee and Wendy
Newton lost second doubles 4-- 6,
6-1,5-
-7.
The next match is on
Tuesday against Muskingum.
hirikstone
pendants
FOR
BEAUTIFUL
GIFTS
our
TRIFARI
blrthstone pendant
makes a perfect gift
for any special
occasion . The golden
toned pendant hangs
delicately from a 16"
chain and Is
beautifully boxed.
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223 W. LIBERTY ST. DOWNTOWN WOOSTER
BLOCK AND HALF WEST OF THE SQUARE
ALWAYS
FREE PARKING
EM OUR
ADJACENT J
PARKING LOT
VOICE
WILL GIVE QMS FMIEE
MBi
OFFER
GOOD FOR
ONLY - APRIL 15 TO 22
( COMMEM ORATjy E KEEPSAKE)
"WITH PURCHASE OF ANY
TOP AND BOTTOM!"
You'll see that our Pante and Top
IDEAS are more exciting than
anything anywhere!
Come and see where it all starts.
Barney' Leisure and Casual Level . -
where you'll see more pants to go
with more tops to go with more
shirts to go with more sweaters
anywhere. And they're brighter and
more exciting than anything. . .. .
AND RECEIVE A "FREE" NEW 2 DOLLAR BILL.
LIMIT - ONE NEW 92 BILL
PER PURCHASEl
'
April 16, 1976
f m II
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W. LIBERTY ST. DOWNTOWN WOOSTER --BLOCK AND HALF WEST OF THE SQUARE
